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Spark Space ‘Mind Mapping’ software

Spark-Space Professional

In today’s business world, speed is everything. Businesses must respond to the
challenges of every day with creativity and constancy, harnessing the potential
and creativity of your staff and translating that into the appropriate response
or action.

Ideas into action

Using Spark-Space allows the immediate electronic capture of ideas and
concepts and it can translate them into written documents at the click of a
button. This then allows faster decision making, significantly faster
preparation, shorter meetings and increased productivity.

Spark-Space is the fastest business planning tool on the market, taking concept to
document faster than ever before. Spark-Space allows dynamic ideas to be harnessed and
actioned.

Who should use it?

Every professional that has to problem solve, project manage or balance many different
priorities.

What can you expect?

•Everyone to get the big picture!
•Increase the number of new ideas generated
•Increase project success rates
•Move projects from brainstorming & planning phases into implementation faster
•Reach consensus, make group decisions faster
•Reduce time spent preparing for meetings
•Understand concepts faster
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Spark Space ‘Mind Mapping’ software

Spark-Space in Education comes in four different editions:

Spark Educator for the Teacher - Spark Educator captures all learning styles in the
class and accelerates learning by presenting a lesson in conceptual and sequential format.
Spark-Space's unique 3D view allows students to prioritise and maintain concentration.

Spark Learner helps the student to understand
concepts, organise ideas and produce a finished, structured
document. Spark-Space allows the student to learn
independently or self-check work through its built in Text-
to-Speech feature. Spark Learner is also an extremely
useful tool for those with hidden disabilities such as
dyslexia, often radically improving the learning process.

Spark Student has all the features of Spark Learner but
also adds Idea and Link Styles, making dealing with large
maps easier.

Kidspark is a simplified version of the program for
children up to the age of 10.

Spark Learner bridges the gap between ideas and the
production of a structured piece of writing. It is for
students from School to University who have a
conceptual learning style. Spark-Space allows
students to structure their thoughts at speed and
then turn those ideas into a structured document in
one program. The idea and link style feature Spark-

Space enables students to see relationships between ideas through its unique 3D view, thus
accelerating learning and understanding.

Spark-Space Program Requirements

Microsoft Windows Version:
To install Spark-Space you will need a personal computer with the following minimum
specifications:

166 MHz Intel Pentium or compatible processor (*)
Microsoft Windows 95, 98, 98SE, ME, NT, 2000, XP or Vista operating system.
128 MB of RAM (*)
60 MB of free hard disk space (more if spelling dictionaries for multiple languages are required
(approx. 20 MB per language)).
Colour video card and monitor with 800x600 resolution. (*)

(*) Note that the execution speed of certain program features such as spell-checking, auto-
arrange and 3D view will benefit greatly from more RAM and faster processor. You will also find
that a better screen resolution and larger screen make working with Spark-Space much easier
and more intuitive.


